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Highlights of last year

The status of the determination of the CKM unitarity triangle

Prospect of the photon polarization determination of  b→sγ

Outline



Bs/d→μ+μ- is an extremely rare 
process in SM. 

In certain BSM model, it can be 
enhanced largely.

Highlights of last year 
LHCb revealing Bs : Bs/d →μ+μ- 
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LHC search of signal BSM with   
Bs→μ+μ-

BrBs!µ+µ! = (3.54± 0.30)! 10"9

BrBd!µ+µ! = (0.107± 0.01)! 10"9

BrBs!µ+µ! =
m2

bm
2
µ tan6 !

m4
A0
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         ArXive:1208.0934
Buras et al.
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LHCb found excess of Bs→μ+μ- 
candidate with signal significance 
of  3.5σ  SD. 

Searches continue: 
6 fb-1 data required for 5σ 
discovery.
What about Bd→μ+μ-? 

First observation of  Bs→μ+μ- 
turned out to be close to SM...

Talk by Albrecht 
at HCP ‘12 
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Figure 9: CLs as a function of the assumed B for B0
s ! µ+µ! (upper panel) and

B0 ! µ+µ! (lower panel) decays for the combined 2011+2012 dataset. The long dashed
gray curves are the medians of the expected CLs distributions if background and SM signal
were observed. The yellow area cover, for eachB, 34% of the expected CLs distribution on
each side of its median. The solid red curves are the observed CLs. For the B0

s ! µ+µ!

(upper panel), the long dashed gray curve in the green area is the expectedCLs distribution
if background only was observed; the green area cover 34% of the expectedCLs distribution
on each side of the median.

The probability that background processes can produce the observed number of328

B0
s! µ+µ! candidates or more is 5" 10!4 and corresponds to a statistical significance of329

about 3.5 standard deviations.330

From the simultaneous unnbinned likelihood fit on the full mass range to the mass331

projections on the 8 and 7 BDT bins of the 2011 and 2012 datasets, shown in Fig. 10, the332
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Results for B
s
! µ+µ-: Limits and significance!

•! Evaluate compatibility with background only and  
background+signal hypotheses (CLs method) 

–! 2011+2012: 

bkg only p-value:   

5 x 10-4  

(corresponds to 3.5") 

–! 2012 alone 

bkg only p-value:   

9 x 10-4  

(corresponds to 3.3 ") 

 

•! Double sided limit (@95% CL) 

•! This is the first evidence of the decay B
s
! µ+µ- !  

12. November 2012 Johannes Albrecht 

1.1!10
"9
< BR(B

s
# µ+µ"

)< 6.4!10
"9

13/16 

! LHCb results provide strong constraints on possible models for new physics 

Complementary to the direct searches at ATLAS/CMS 

! Recent examples:  limit on Bs ! "#"$ constraining SUSY at high tan % 

and combination of Bs ! "#"$ and &s restricting various models: 

 

 

 

Roger Forty LHCb status and plans  19 

[D. Straub, arXiv:1107.0266] [N. Mahmoudi, Moriond QCD]  

Impact of results 
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Direct exclusion 

(CMS 4.4 fb-1) 

•! Global fit to flavour and high PT observables 

–! Includes Higgs and SUSY direct searches, XENON100, EW and 

flavour measurements 

•! Done for constrained SUSY models, here CMSSM 

(NUHM1 similar) 

Impact of B
s
! µ+µ- on SUSY 

12. November 2012 Johannes Albrecht 

Limits on B
s
! µ+µ- disfavour constrained SUSY at high tan!"

CMS with  

4.4fb-1 (1.1fb-1) 

!

!

LHCb 1fb-1 

F. Mahmoudi, 

[1205.3099] 

23/16 

BrBs!µ+µ! = (3.2+1.5
"1.2)! 10"9

ArXive:1211.2674

Highlights of last year 
LHCb revealing Bs : Bs/d →μ+μ- 

BrBs!µ+µ! = (3.54± 0.30)! 10"9

BrBd!µ+µ! = (0.107± 0.01)! 10"9
SM

SM
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Bd BdIn SM, there is only one complex 
phase which induces CP violation. 

Many BSM predict more than one 
source of CP violation. 

There are models which predict 
a large effect in the Bs sector. 

CKM fitter PRD84

LHC search of signal BSM with   
Bs━Bs oscillation measurement
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sin 2! = 0.679± 0.020
sin 2!s = 0.0363+0.0015

!0.0016 SM

Highlights of last year 
LHCb revealing Bs : Bs oscillation 
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In SM, there is only one complex 
phase which induces CP violation. 

Many BSM predict more than one 
source of CP violation. 

There are models which predict 
a large effect in the Bs sector. 

CKM fitter PRD84

LHC search of signal BSM with   
Bs━Bs oscillation measurement

sin 2! = 0.679± 0.020
sin 2!s = 0.0363+0.0015

!0.0016

Tevatron results (both Φs and ASL) have 
been slightly off from the SM values 

SM

Highlights of last year
LHCb revealing Bs : Bs oscillation 



The latest combined value is: 

Order one deviation is excluded.
Impact on the BSM parameters 
are to be studied. 
LHCb has an ability to reach to 
the SM value. Still some hope...

 A higher precision achieved by 
LHCb on the  Bs━Bs oscill. phase
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Highlights of last year 
LHCb revealing Bs : Bs oscillation 
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! !!"'(!)*++&The charm direct CP asymmetry: 

In SM, the direct CP  asymmetry 
was predicted to be of O(10-5 - -3). 

Charm direct CP violation at LHCb:
is it BSM or SM?

Highlights of last year 
Hint of new physics? : Direct CPV in D meson

!ACP = AD0!K+K!

CP !AD0!!+!!

CP

AD0!h+h!

CP =
!

D
0!h+h!

! !D0!h+h!

!
D

0!h+h!
+ !D0!h+h!

!ACP = (!0.82± 0.21± 0.11)%
LHCb 2011

World Average (HFAG)

LHCb ArXive:1112.0938

!ACP ! ("0.645± 0.180)%
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Highlights of last year 
Hint of new physics? : Anomaly in Bu→τν (diminished...)

Introduction: B ! l! at tree level

! B ! l! is one of the cleanest channel (B is the only hadron).

! But it is very rare, since the decay rate is proportional to m2
l .
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! Once it is measured, SM parameter |Vub| or fB can be extracted.

The current status of |Vub| determination

Vub # (3.6 ± 0.7) $ 10"3 from exclusive B ! "l!

Vub # 3.8 ± 0.34 $ 10"3 from inclusive B ! Xul!

The current status of fB determination

fB = 0.216(9)(19)(4)(6)GeV PRL95(%05)HPQCD

τ

Talk by Nakao at ICHEP‘12

Excess of events has been seen 
(charged Higgs contribution?): 

Latest Belle data has shifted to 
lower value...

Branching ratio of B→τν 
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Excess of events has been seen 
(charged Higgs contribution?): 

Latest Belle data has shifted to 
lower value...

Branching ratio of B→τν 

Highlights of last year 
Hint of new physics? : Anomaly in Bu→τν (diminished...)
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! Once it is measured, SM parameter |Vub| or fB can be extracted.
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Fig. 26.2.3. The charged Higgs contribution to Br(B ! !")
compared to the present experimental value (normalized to
the SM prediction, x-axis) as a function of charged Higgs mass
(y-axis). The green vertical regions are excluded by the cur-
rent world average of experimental value, Br(B ! !")exp =
(1.15± 0.23)" 10!6, at 95% C.L., while the 1#, 2#, 3# errors
on the same experimental value are denoted by the grey dot-
ted, dashed, and solid lines, respectively. The horizontal beige
region is excluded by the Br(B ! Xs$) measurement (see Eq.
(26.2.9)). The grey and the black lines correspond to the so-
lutions in Eq. (26.2.12), respectively, with labels denoting the
value of tan%. The second solution can lead to a stronger con-
straint than the one from B ! Xs$ especially for large values
of tan %.
.

2001; Buras, 2003; Chivukula and Georgi, 1987; Ciuchini,
Degrassi, Gambino, and Giudice, 1998a; D’Ambrosio, Giu-
dice, Isidori, and Strumia, 2002; Hall and Randall, 1990).500

The reasoning behind this hypothesis on the one hand is
that this is the minimal amount of flavor breaking that
needs to be present, since it is already seen in the SM. On
the other hand, it also leads to relatively small deviations
from the SM in flavor observables and is not excluded ex-505

perimentally. In principle many di!erent NP models can
be of MFV type, but the best known example is low en-
ergy SUSY with gauge mediated SUSY breaking (that we
discuss separately below). Another example are universal
extra dimensions with universal bounday conditions.510

An important benefit of the MFV hypothesis is that
the e!ects of NP on flavor observables can be worked out
without committing to a concrete model. This is done us-
ing spurion analysis (D’Ambrosio, Giudice, Isidori, and
Strumia, 2002), which we review quickly. The SM yukawa
interactions for quarks are

LY = Q̄LYDdRH + Q̄LYUuRHc + h.c., (26.2.16)

where the generation indices i on the left-handed quarks
Qi = (uL, dL)i, and on right-handed quarks (uR)i, (dR)i

were suppressed, while Hc = i!2H!. If the Yukawa matri-
ces YD, YU are set to zero the SM has an enlarged global
symmetry, GF = SU(3)Q ! SU(3)UR ! SU(3)DR , since515

any of the quark fields QL, uR, dR can be rotated indepen-
dently. The global symmetry GF is explicitly broken by
the fact that yukawas are not zero – quarks have nonzero
masses. One can then use a formal trick and pretend that
Yukawas do transform under GF as YU " (3, 3̄, 1), YD "520

(3, 1, 3̄) (the jargon used is that YU,D are promoted to be
spurions). All the interactions are then formally invariant
under GF . Under MFV hypothesis also NP is invariant
under GF .

This is very helpful. Integrating our NP particles we525

obtain corrections to e!ective weak Hamiltonian. How-
ever, since NP is formally invariant under GF we know
what their form is. We just need to construct an e!ec-
tive weak Hamiltonian that is GF invariant, and all the
breaking comes from YU and YD. This then also fixes the530

allowed flavor breaking. The yukawa matrices YU and YD

are not aligned and are diagonal in di!erent bases for QL.
The misalignment leads to flavor changing charged cur-
rents, Jµ

C = ūL"µV dL, with V the CKM matrix.
In this section we focus on a particular realization of

MFV – the so-called constrained minimal flavor viola-
tion (cMFV) (Blanke, Buras, Guadagnoli, and Tarantino,
2006; Buras, Gambino, Gorbahn, Jager, and Silvestrini,
2001). The assumptions that underlie cMFV are (i) the
SM fields are the only light degrees of freedom in the the-
ory, (ii) there is only one light Higgs and (iii) the SM
Yukawas are the only sources of flavor violation. The NP
e!ective Hamiltonian following from these assumptions is

HNP
e! =

CNP
i

#2
NP

!
V !

tiVtj

"
Qi, (26.2.17)

where the Wilson coe"cients CNP
i are real, while Qi are535

exactly the same operators as in the SM e!ective weak
Hamiltonian. For instance for Bd # B̄d mixing this would
be a single operator (b̄L"µdL)2. [This is sometimes taken
to be the definition of cMFV Blanke, Buras, Guadag-
noli, and Tarantino (2006); Buras, Gambino, Gorbahn,540

Jager, and Silvestrini (2001); Buras (2003)]. Note that
Eq. (26.2.17) provides a very nontrivial constraint. For
instance already in two-Higgs doublet models or in MFV
MSSM even with small tan$, sizeable contributions from
operators with non-SM chiral structures in addition to545

Eq. (26.2.17) are possible.
Because cMFV is a very constrained modification of

the weak Hamiltonian, Eq. (26.2.17), one can experimen-
tally distinguish it from the other BSM scenarios by look-
ing at the correlations between observables in K and B550

decays. A sign of cMFV would be a deviation from the SM
predictions that can be described without new CP violat-
ing phases and without enlarging the SM operator basis.
For instance, in Bd # B̄d and Bs # B̄s mixing observables
the discrepancy from the SM is possible only in the value555

of %md and %ms and not in the mixing phases. Further-
more, the corrections normalized to the SM are universal,
so that hs = hd in (26.2.1), while &s = &d = 0. A discrep-
ancy in $ determined from B $ J/'KS and the global
unitarity triangle fit would rule out the cMFV framework.560

Similarly, a sizable Bs mixing phase would rule out cMFV
NP.

EK & Zupan for PBFB
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Figure 1 shows the m2
miss and |p!

! | projections of the fit
to the four D(!)! samples. The fit describes the data well
and the observed di!erences are consistent with the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties on the signal PDFs
and background distributions.
We extract the branching fraction ratios as R(D(!)) =

(Nsig/Nnorm)/("sig/"norm), where Nsig and Nnorm refer
to the number of signal and normalization events, re-
spectively, and "sig/"norm is the ratio of their e"ciencies
derived from simulations. Table I shows the results of the
fits for the four individual samples as well as an additional
fit in which we impose the isospin relations R(D0) =
R(D+) ! R(D) and R(D!0) = R(D!+) ! R(D!). The
statistical correlations are "0.59 for R(D0) and R(D!0),
"0.23 for R(D+) and R(D!+), and "0.45 for R(D) and
R(D!). We have verified that the values ofR(D(!)) from
fits to samples corresponding to di!erent run periods are
consistent. We repeated the analysis varying the selec-
tion criteria over a wide range corresponding to changes
in the signal-to-background ratios between 0.3 and 1.3,
and also arrive at consistent values of R(D(!)).
The largest systematic uncertainty a!ecting the fit re-

sults is due to the poorly understood B # D!!(!/#)$
background. The PDFs that describe this contribution
are impacted by the uncertainty on the branching frac-
tions of the four B # D!!!$ decays, the relative %0/%±

e"ciency, and the branching fraction ratio ofB # D!!#$
to B # D!!!$ decays. These e!ects contribute to an un-
certainty of 2.1% on R(D) and 1.8% on R(D!). We also
repeated the fit including an additional floating compo-
nent with the distributions of B # D(!)&!$, nonresonant
B # D(!)%(%)!$, and B # D!!(# D(!)%%)!$ decays.
The B # D!!(!/#)$ background is tightly constrained
by the D(!)%0! samples, and, as a result, all these fits
yield similar values for R(D(!)). We assign the observed
variation as a systematic uncertainty, 2.1% forR(D) and
2.6% for R(D!).
We also account for the impact of the uncertainties

described above on the relative e"ciency of the B #
D!!(!/#)$ contributions to the signal and D(!)%0! sam-
ples. In addition, the BDT selection introduces an un-
certainty that we estimate as 100% of the e"ciency cor-
rection that we determined from control samples. These
e!ects result in uncertainties of 5.0% and 2.0% on R(D)
and R(D!), respectively.
The largest remaining uncertainties are due to the con-

tinuum andBB backgrounds [4.9% onR(D) and 2.7% on
R(D!)], and the PDFs for the signal and normalization
decays (4.3% and 2.1%). The uncertainties in the e"-
ciency ratios "sig/"norm are 2.6% and 1.6%; they do not
a!ect the significance of the signal and are dominated by
the limited size of the MC samples. Uncertainties due
to the FFs, particle identification, final-state radiation,
soft-pion reconstruction, and others related to the detec-
tor performance largely cancel in the ratio, contributing
only about 1%. The individual systematic uncertainties
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Comparison of the results of this anal-
ysis (light gray, blue) with predictions that include a charged
Higgs boson of type II 2HDM (dark gray, red). The SM cor-
responds to tan!/mH+ = 0.

are added in quadrature to define the total systematic
uncertainty, reported in Table I.
There is a positive correlation between some of the

systematic uncertainties on R(D) and R(D!), and, as a
result the correlation of the total uncertainties is reduced
to"0.48 forR(D0) andR(D!0), to"0.15 forR(D+) and
R(D!+), and to "0.27 for R(D) and R(D!).
The statistical significance of the signal is determined

as 'stat =
!

2#(lnL), where #(lnL) is the change in the
log-likelihood between the nominal fit and the no-signal
hypothesis. The statistical and dominant systematic un-
certainties are Gaussian. We estimate the overall signifi-

cance as 'tot = 'stat $ (stat/
"

(2
stat + (!2

syst, where (stat

is the statistical uncertainty and (!
syst is the total system-

atic uncertainty a!ecting the fit. The significance of the
B # D#"$" signal is 6.8(, the first such measurement
exceeding 5(.
To compare the measured R(D(!)) with the SM pre-

dictions we have updated the calculations in Refs. [8, 31]
taking into account recent FF measurements. Averaged
over electrons and muons, we find R(D)SM = 0.297 ±
0.017 and R(D!)SM = 0.252±0.003. At this level of pre-
cision, additional uncertainties could contribute [8], but
the experimental uncertainties are expected to dominate.
Our measurements exceed the SM predictions for

R(D) and R(D!) by 2.0( and 2.7(, respectively. The
combination of these results, including their "0.27 cor-
relation, yields )2 = 14.6 for 2 degrees of freedom, corre-
sponding to a p value of 6.9$10"4. Thus, the possibility
of both the measuredR(D) and R(D!) agreeing with the
SM predictions is excluded at the 3.4( level [32].
Figure 2 shows the e!ect that a charged Higgs bo-

son of the type II 2HDM [7, 33] would have on R(D)
and R(D!) in terms of the ratio of the vacuum expecta-

The latest Babar measurements of: 

Possible charged Higgs 
contribution? But it conflicts to 
Type II 2HDM... Or SM?

The ratio of B→D(*)τν and 
B→D (*) lν branching ratios

7

TABLE I. Results of the isospin-unconstrained (top four rows) and isospin-constrained fits (last two rows). The columns
show the signal and normalization yields, the ratio of their e!ciencies, R(D(!)), branching fractions, and !stat and !tot, the
statistical and total significances, respectively. Where two uncertainties are given, the first is statistical and the second is
systematic. The branching fractions B(B ! D(!)""#! ) are calculated as R(D(!)) " B(B ! D(!)$"#"), using the average
B ! D(!)$"#" branching fractions measured by BABAR [28–30]. The stated branching fractions for the isospin-constrained fit
refer to B" decays.

Decay Nsig Nnorm %sig/%norm R(D(!)) B(B ! D(!)"#) (%) !stat !tot

B"! D0""#! 314 ± 60 1995 ± 55 0.367 ± 0.011 0.429 ± 0.082 ± 0.052 0.99 ± 0.19 ± 0.13 5.5 4.7

B"! D!0""#! 639 ± 62 8766 ± 104 0.227 ± 0.004 0.322 ± 0.032 ± 0.022 1.71 ± 0.17 ± 0.13 11.3 9.4

B0 ! D+""#! 177 ± 31 986 ± 35 0.384 ± 0.014 0.469 ± 0.084 ± 0.053 1.01 ± 0.18 ± 0.12 6.1 5.2

B0 ! D!+""#! 245 ± 27 3186 ± 61 0.217 ± 0.005 0.355 ± 0.039 ± 0.021 1.74 ± 0.19 ± 0.12 11.6 10.4

B ! D""#! 489 ± 63 2981 ± 65 0.372 ± 0.010 0.440 ± 0.058 ± 0.042 1.02 ± 0.13 ± 0.11 8.4 6.8

B ! D!""#! 888 ± 63 11953 ± 122 0.224 ± 0.004 0.332 ± 0.024 ± 0.018 1.76 ± 0.13 ± 0.12 16.4 13.2

tion values tan! ! v2/v1, and the mass of the charged
Higgs mH+ . We estimate the e!ect of the 2HDM on our
measurements by reweighting the simulated events at the
matrix element level for 20 values of tan!/mH+ over the
[0.05, 1]GeV!1 range. We then repeat the fit with up-
dated PDF shapes and "sig/"norm values. The increase
in the uncertainty on the PDFs and the e"ciency ra-
tio is estimated for each value of tan!/mH+ . The other
sources of systematic uncertainty are kept constant in
relative terms.
The measured values of R(D) and R(D") match

the predictions of this particular Higgs model for
tan!/mH+ = 0.44±0.02GeV!1 and tan!/mH+ = 0.75±
0.04GeV!1, respectively. However, the combination of
R(D) and R(D") excludes the type II 2HDM charged
Higgs boson with a 99.8% confidence level for any value
of tan!/mH+ . This calculation is valid only for values
of mH+ greater than about 10GeV [4, 7]. The region for
mH+ " 10GeV has already been excluded by B # Xs#
measurements [34], and, therefore, the type II 2HDM is
excluded in the full tan!–mH+ parameter space.
In summary, we have measured the B # D$!%! and

B # D"$!%! decays relative to the decays to light lep-
tons B # D(")&!%". We find

R(D) = 0.440± 0.058± 0.042

R(D") = 0.332± 0.024± 0.018 .

These results supersede the previous BABAR results and
have significantly reduced uncertainties. The measured
values are compatible with those measured by the Belle
Collaboration [12, 14, 15].
The results presented here disagree with the SM at

the 3.4' level, which, together with the measurements
by the Belle Collaboration, could be an indication of
new physics processes a!ecting B # D(")$!%! decays.
However, our results are not compatible with the widely
discussed type II 2HDM for any value of tan! and mH+ .
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Highlights of last year 
Hint of new physics? : B→D(*)τν decay rates

B
D(*)

τ(e,μ)

ν

b
c

R(D(!)) =
Br(B ! D(!)!")
Br(B ! D(!)l")

R(D)SM = 0.302± 0.015
R(D!)SM = 0.252± 0.003
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• SM is a very concise and extremely successful model:
✓ Natural suppression of FCNC (i.e. GIM mechanism)
✓ Only source of flavor and CP violation in the VCKM matrix

The CKM unitarity triangle
What’s new? 



The Unitarity Triangle

Bd physics
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Verifying if the triangle 
closes at the apex by 
independently  measuring 
the three sides and three 
angles!!

The CKM unitarity triangle
What’s new? 

Test of Unitarity: 
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The CKM unitarity triangle
What’s new? 
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The CKM unitarity triangle
What’s new? 
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‣The B factories measured β at a very high precision (21.7±0.64)o. 
‣The main source of CP violation comes from KM phase.
‣For the side determination, the lattice input is crucial!
‣Improvement in γ measurement important (LHCb, Belle II -> a few % in the future).

e,g, Vcb http://events.lal.in2p3.fr/WorkshopBdecays/



Prospect of γ polarization measurement
a future possibility for new physics search

The b ➔sγ process is a good probe of fundamental 
properties of SM as well as BSM (CKM, top mass, new 
particle mass etc..)
Especially, the b→sγ process has a particular structure in 
SM: 

b s
W!

!
R L

L

photon on-shell
 bR→sL γL, photon off-shell 

(e.g. semi-leptonic)

W-boson couples 
only left-handedly

! B ➔s γL (left-handed polarization)

! B ➔s γR (right-handed polarization)

b̄Aµs = !iVtbV
!
ts

GF"
2

e

8!2

!

"#E0(xt)s̄L(q2"µ ! qµ/q)bL$ %& '
O9!10: penguin operator

!mbE
"
0(xt)s̄L#µ!q!bR$ %& '

O7!: magnetic operator

(

)*
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O7!: magnetic operator
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Prospect of γ polarization measurement
a future possibility for new physics search

The b ➔sγ process is a good probe of fundamental 
properties of SM as well as BSM (CKM, top mass, new 
particle mass etc..)
Especially, the b→sγ process has a particular structure in 
SM: 

b s
W!

!
R L

L

photon on-shell
 bR→sL γL, 

photon off-shell 
(e.g. semi-leptonic)

W-boson couples 
only left-handedly

! B ➔s γL (left-handed polarization)

! B ➔s γR (right-handed polarization)

However, this left-handedness of the polarization 
of b ➔s γ has never been confirmed 

experimentally at a high precision yet!! 



Future constraints on right-handed currents

B(B ! Xs!)exp =
(3.55± 0.24± 0.09)" 10!4 [HFAG(’10)]

ACP(B ! KS"0!):
Sexp

KS!0"
= #0.15± 0.2 [HFAG(’10)]

#(SKS!0")LHCb $ 0.2 at 2 fb!1

#(SKS!0")SuperB $ 0.02 at 75 ab!1

#(SKS!0")Belle II $ 0.03 at 50 ab!1

$" potential measurement from the
%-distribution in B ! (K"")K1(1270)!:
#($")th % 0.2

A(2)
T potential measurement from the

angular analysis of
B0 ! K"0(! K!"+)&+&!:
#(A(2)

T )LHCb $ 0.2 at 2 fb!1

A(im)
T potential measurement from

angular analysis of
B0 ! K"0(! K!"+)&+&!:

Br!B!Xs""
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We have a constraint from inclusive branching ratio measurement
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We can write the amplitude including RH contribution as:

While the polarization measurement 
carries information on
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  (3.55 ± 0.24 ± 0.09)x10-4HFAG

Here we assumed 
C’7γNP≠0, C7γNP=0
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Current constraints on C7γ’
Τhe constraint from B→Xs γ measurement?



How do we measure the polarization?!

‣Method 1: Time dependent CP asymmetry in 
Bd➔KSπ0γ Bs➔Κ+Κ-γ (called SKSπ0γ, SΚ+Κ-γ)

‣Method II: Transverse asymmetry in Bd➔K*l+l-

(called ΑΤ(2), ΑΤ(im))

‣Method III: B➔K1(➔Kππ)γ (called λγ)

‣Method IV: Λb➔Λ(*)γ, Ξb➔Ξ*γ ...  

Atwood et.al. PRL79

Kruger, Matias PRD71
Becirevic, Schneider, 

NPB854 

Gronau et al PRL88
E.K. Le Yaouanc, Tayduganov

PRD83

proposed methods

Gremm et al.’95, Mannel et 
al ’97, Legger et al ’07, 

Oliver et al ‘10



Comparison of the three methods

‣Method 1: Time dependent CP asymmetry in Bd➔KSπ0γ Bs➔Κ+Κ-γ 
(called SKSπ0γ, SΚ+Κ-γ)

‣Method II: Transverse asymmetry in Bd➔K*l+l-(called ΑΤ(2), ΑΤ(im))

‣Method III: B➔K11270(➔Kππ)γ (called λγ)

proposed methods
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Becirevic, EK, Le Yaouanc, Tayduganov 
arXive:1206.1502

EK, Le Yaouanc, A.Tayduganov, PRD83 (‘11)



Comparison of the three methods

‣Method 1: Time dependent CP asymmetry in Bd➔KSπ0γ Bs➔Κ+Κ-γ 
(called SKSπ0γ, SΚ+Κ-γ)

‣Method II: Transverse asymmetry in Bd➔K*l+l-(called ΑΤ(2), ΑΤ(im))

‣Method III: B➔K11270(➔Kππ)γ (called λγ)

proposed methods
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Comparison of the three methods
Becirevic, EK, Le Yaouanc, Tayduganov in preparation
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Left-Right symmetric 
model: mt/mb

SUSY with δRL mass 
insertions: mSUSY/mb

Cho, Misiak, PRD49, ’94 
Babu et al PLB333 ’94

EK, Lu and Yu, in preparation

Gabbiani, et al.  NPB477 ’96
Ball, EK, Khalil, PRD69 ‘04

Blanke et al. JHEP1203                     Girrbach et al. JHEP1106 

b s
W!

!
R L

L

???

Left-Right symmetric 
model (WR)

SUSY GUT model δRR 
mass insertion

NP signal 
beyond the 

constraints from Bs 
oscillation parameters 

possible.

What types of new physics models?                                        
For example, models with right-handed neutrino, or 
custodial symmetry in general induces the right handed 
current. 

Which flavour structure?                                                        
The models that contain new particles which change the 
chirality inside of the b➔sγ loop can induce a large 
chiral enhancement! 

Why right-handed contribution?
What types of new physics models?



Left-right symmetric model with 
general VCKMR: 

SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(1)B-L

Chiral enhancement for C7γ’ 
occurs with an enhancement factor: 

 (mt/ms) x (VtsR/VtsL)

Constrained by various flavour 
phenomena and new LHC data.

Left-Right symmetric model

Why right-handed contribution?
Left-right symmetric model

Figure 2: Plots of real part and imaginary part of C !e!
7! /Ce!

7! in the LRM. The left and
right figures corresponds to the cases that the heavy Higgs mass at 20 and 50 TeV. The
white circle represents the constraint from the measured branching ratio of B ! Xs! with
three standard deviation, in the scenario assuming CNP

7! = 0, i.e. C7! = CSM
7! , C !NP

7! " C.
The points with di!erent colors represent the cases that the mass of W2 is taken to be
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5 and 5.5 TeV respectively, with the circles from the outside to
the inside in the figure. The points represents the solutions that are mainly constrained
by "K , "Ms and #s. |C !

7!/C7!| would be larger as the mass of W2 decreases. We can find
that |C !

7!/C7!| can be as large as 0.7 as MW2 = 1.5 TeV, 0.5 for MW2 = 2 TeV, and 0.3
for MW2 = 2.5 TeV. There are fewer points for the circles of lower mass of W2 than those
of higher mass, because of the more sever constraints for the lower mass cases, which
may be kind of fine-tuning. This also means that the possibility of C !

7!/C7! localized in
the regions with few points is smaller than those with more points. The width of each
circle is from the several solutions of $23. The few points excludes the constraint of
Br(B ! Xs!) in the right figure, because of the small contribution of CNP

7! in the LRM
while in this figure it is assumed to be zero.
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where xi = m2
i /M

2
W1

, i = c, t, y = m2
t/M

2
H , and the loop functions are shown in Appendix

B. Note that the Wilson coe!cients in Eqs.(20) and (22) are from the diagrams with W1

in the loops, so that they are at the scale of µW , while those in Eqs.(21) and (23) are the
diagrams with charged Higgs in the loops, at the scale of µH . The penguin diagrams with
W2 in the loops are suppressed by the heavy mass of W2. The dependence on the W2

mass of Eqs. (20, 22) is from the mixing angle between W±
L and W±

R in W±
1 in Eq.(10).

The first term in Eq.(20) is the SM contribution. The dominant contribution from the
LRM is C !

7!(µW )W1 in Eq.(22), from the penguin diagram with W±
1 and top quark in the

loop, and the W±
L couples to b quark and W±

R couples to s quark, as shown in Fig.1. It
is enhanced by the factor of mt/mb since the helicity flip occurs in the internal top quark
line which is resulted by the mass eigenstate W±

1 as a mixture of W±
L and W±

R . Compared
to the SM contribution, another e"ect of enhancement is the factor of V R"

ts /V L"
ts from the

vertex of WRtRsR. If we keep |V R
ts | = O(1) in order to get large right-handed polarization

of the photon, it is |V R"
ts /V L"

ts | ! 1/!2.

Figure 1: The dominant contribution to bL " sR"R in the Left-Right Model (LRM). The
cross in the W±

1 line represents that the photon could also be emitted from the charged
gauge boson. The cross in the quark line means a helicity flip occurs via a mass term. This
process is suppressed in the SM, but it is enhanced by a factor of mt/mb in the LRM, as
the helicity flip in the internal top quark line. Besides, compared to the SM contribution,
another enhancement happens in the vertex of WRtRsR by a factor of |V R

ts /V
L
ts | ! 1/!2 if

we keep |V R
ts | = O(1) in order to get large right-handed polarization of the photon.

In Eq.(20), the charm quark contribution in the penguin diagrams are also included,
because there is no GIM mechanism for a contribution with one left-handed and one
right-handed CKM matrix element. Then the constant term in the loop integration can
not be canceled, as shown in Appendix B. The up quark contribution is neglected due to
its tiny mass. In principle, the charm quark also contributes to C !

7!(µW )W1 in Eq.(22),
but its contribution is suppressed by both the mass mc and the left-handed CKM matrix
element V L

cb ! !2, and hence we neglect it.
Besides, the contribution from charged Higgs could also be neglected, because of the

higher mass of charged Higgs than several TeV. The loop functions A1,2
H (y) are two or three
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Prospect of the future constraints on C !
7!/C7! in the LRM. The four figures

(a,b,c,d) correspond to SKS"0!, !!, A
(0)
T and A(im)

T respectively, allowed by a ±3" error
of Br(B ! Xs#)exp. The points in the figures are the same as those in Fig.2(b) with
MH = 20TeV.
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Conclusions 
Highlights of last year: The results on the LHCb benchmark 
channels are SM-like so far. But future measurements can achieve  
a higher precision, which may reveal BSM.

A very high precision in β measurement was achieved by the B 
factories. LHCb has an ability to significantly improve the 
precision in γ. For the side determination, progresses in the 
lattice QCD is essential.

The photon polarization determination of  b→sγ is a new 
observable which is sensitive to right-handed coupling. 
Investigation at LHCb has just started! Stay tuned! 


